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West Bengal State University
B.A./B.Sc./B.Com. ( Honours, Major, General ) Examinations, 2012
PART- I
ECONOMICS - GENERAL
Paper - I
Duration : 3 Hours )

( Full Marks : 100

Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable.
The figures in the margin indicate full marks.
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1.

Answer any ten questions:

10

X

2 = 20

/�����M'ff:
a)

What is an inferior good?

b)

Define variable cost.

c)

Why does a firm under perfect competition earn only normal profit in the long
period?

d)

What is Returns to scale?
�tillletM\!i � � �

e)

i

What is the shape of a perfectly elastic demand curve?
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f)

State the Law of diminishing marginal utility.

g)

What do you mean by the Law of variable proportion?

h)

What is income effect?

i)

What is Marginal Revenue?

j)

Give two examples of very short period market.

k)

Why are under perfectly competitive tnarket average revenue and marginal
revenue equal?

I)

What is quasi rent?

m)

What do you mean by Derived demand?

n)

What do you mean by demand for Loanabie fund?

o)

Who introduced Liquidity Preference theory of interest?
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Answer any five questions

a)
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X

16 = 80

Define price elasticity ·of demand. How do you measure price elasticity at a point
on a downward sloping straight line demand curve ? Why do the value of
4 + 8 +· 4
elasticity vary from point to point along the demand curve ?
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b)

What do you mean by consumers' equilibrium ? Discuss the equilibrium of a
4 + 12
consumer on an indifference map.

c)

Distinguish between fixed cost and variable cost. Explain the nature and shape
6 + 10
of Long period average cost curve.

d)

What do you mean by profit maximization of a firm ? State the conditions of
profit maximization. Explain the relation between average revenue, marginal
4+4+8
revenue and price elasticity of demand.
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e)

Explain the features of a perfectly competitive market. Analyse the short period of
4 + 12
equilibrium of a firm under perfect competition.
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f)

Compare Monopoly with Perfectly competitive market. Explain why there exists
10 + 6
no supply curve under monopoly.
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Discuss the Marginal Productivity theory of Distribution. What are the limitations
10 + 6
of this theory ?
� �- �e_�cij\;l � \!ilf� <:P.<A° I t!l� �� ��1<lv,fi\'51�M f<is � ?

h)

Critically explain the Liquidity Preference theory of Interest. ·

i)

Define Rent. Explain Ricardian theory of Scarcity Rent with necessary conditions.
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What are the elements of Gross profit and Net Profit ? Analyse Risk bearing
10 + 6
theory of Profit.
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